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Greetings, friends!

Thanks to all of our generous donors and amazing partners, the first SFA Sculpture For All Outdoor Exhibition and Competition, still on display, is a huge success!

The endeavor is meeting and exceeding all of our goals and expectations:
- Features the works of 10 artists from across the nation that were selected from a pool of hundreds of sculptors who submitted their work.
- Exposes SFA students and faculty members to art they might not otherwise see — live and in person. Additional hands-on learning experiences have also presented themselves thanks to our artists.
- Brings national recognition and publicity to SFA — helping to build brand awareness for the school, as well as aiding in recruiting both students and faculty members.
- Enhances tourism for the already popular Azalea Trail, Azalea Symposium and other garden events, helping Nacogdoches celebrate our designation as “The Garden Capital of Texas.”
- Encourages people to approach, interact with and learn about art. So far, dozens of tours have been given to groups, classes and civic organizations, with guests of all ages.

Our new fundraising goal of $20,000 will allow us to continue to present SFA Sculpture For All Outdoor Exhibition and Competition as a biennial offering. These funds will provide for the installation of 10 sculptures, stipends, prizes, insurance, promotions, catalogs and other necessary expenses for the 24-month exhibition period. With your help, art will continue to bloom throughout the SFA Gardens!

Visit givetosfa.sfasu.edu today!
Simply click the Give To SFA icon, select “Other” and specify: SCULPTURE FOR ALL.